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 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 Robb Mariani's video banned from YouTube for speaking out-of-narrative 
 regarding The US Truckers’ Freedom Convoy 
 Press Conference scheduled in front of Smokey & The Bandit Truck: “DETOUR this Convoy!” 

 Lincolnton, North Carolina, US March 1, 2022 

 In early February, Robb Mariani reached out to the alternative, conservative media to attempt to speak on current 
 affairs circulating in the news regarding the Canadian Freedom Convoy, to receive no response. By mid February, 
 when The People's Convoy inserted their voice as spokespersons for the American Truckers, Robb became 
 concerned and curious about why Americans needed a "freedom convoy." 

 The remainder can be viewed chronologically in podcast footage referenced below. 

 Krystal Tini, on her newly launched podcast, hosted an Emergency Broadcast for Robb to get his message out which 
 was immediately removed from YouTube citing "Medical Misinformation" resulting in a second strike on a 
 well-established Influencer account putting her entire platform at risk for permanent suspension. Here is that 
 appearance. 

 Krystal Tini TV Episode 5: EXCLUSIVE EMERGENCY BROADCAST - Robb Mariani's Freeway to 
 Freedom [  Krystal Tini TV Published February 19, 2022] 
 https://rumble.com/embed/vsqg9a/?pub=31mch 

 Robb, after a nearly two-year hiatus from social media, launched his own Rumble account to respond to the 
 deplatforming and censorship attempt at a fellow public figure. That video on a brand new channel is still obtaining 
 viewership since its posting {currently at 7,600 views and climbing). 

 RESPONSE TO BANNED YOUTUBE VIDEO: Robb Mariani US Freedom Convoy FLAWS! 
 [SemiFreaks with Robb Mariani Published February 22, 2022] 
 https://rumble.com/embed/vsx0ks/?pub=31mch 

 Mr. Gordon Rose of GordonRose.tv reached out to Mr. Mariani to appear on his podcast after learning of this and 
 produced an additional Emergency Broadcast on this urgent subject; 

 The Uneven News: Convoy Detour with Robb Mariani 
 [ ClipArtistFilms Published February 23, 2022 } 
 https://rumble.com/embed/vt2wsh/?pub=31mch 

 Shocked and unsettled, the research that Robb presented within The Uneven News’ podcast resulted in the most 
 thorough information dump - that has been quoted verbatim subsequently by Q”Anon” influencers - but Robb is still 
 concerned about what he uncovered. He feels it is of imperative importance and that time is of the essence to get a 
 very important dialogue going with American truckers. 

 Please attend the press conference in the afternoon tomorrow, Wednesday, March 2nd in Lincolnton, NC. 
 Please email  CONVOYDETOUR@PROTONMAIL.COM  for the location  of the Smokey & The Bandit Rig with Robb 
 Mariani and Brad Wike Press Conference. 

 END 
 ### 

 If you would like more information or to schedule an interview with Robb Marian, Krystal Tini or with framed and banned 
 journalist Gordon Rose, please contact Public & Media Relations Representative Julie Miller at 760.207.3802 
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